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Cover: An artisan doing a painstaking work on a traditional pole at the rebuilding site of Kasthamandap.
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The National Reconstruction Authority (NRA) has removed names of those
who have not signed grant agreement for
private housing reconstruction before July
06, 2019 from the private housing reconLikewise, those who have signed the
tranche by July 16, 2019 have also been reAccording to the NRA, 57,309 did not
sign grant agreement although they were
ciaries have signed the grant agreement as

The National Reconstruction Auciaries who have signed grant agreements for private housing reconstruction, but have not activated their bank
accounts for grant payment to contact
the designated banks as soon as possiNRA
Deputy
Spokesperson
Manohar Ghimire said that such re-

Deputy Spokesperson of the NRA
Manohar Ghimire said that the names of
those who have not signed the grant agreements on time, and those who have signed

option of appeal to those who will now

tranche within the given deadline have now
been removed from the list as per the deci-

at the local government and the NRA will
take necessary decision by looking into

The NRA had given a deadline of July
6, 2019 to sign the grant agreement to the

Deputy Spokesperson Ghimire said,
however, the grant agreement and release

wise, it had given the deadline of July 16,

those who were listed in the reconstruction

The NRA has already directed all agencies to stop signing the grant agreement
with those who have not signed the agree-

The NRA has been requesting bene-

was transferred to their bank accounts
after the grant agreements but the
ries had been frozen as the bank acGhimire also requested all concerned to activate their bank accounts,
withdraw deposited amounts and begin reconstruction of their private

the appeal process and for the vulnerable

time and to complete the reconstruction

tivate accounts of those who did not
According to statistics received by
started construction of their houses

Rebuilding Nepal

Special attention should be paid in regular maintenance and preservation of those

related to that were retrieved after widespread discussions and interactions, we
reached to a conclusion to reconstruct the
temple in Pratap Malla era style and the
Some temples in Patan Darbar area
were lost some time ago, and now we are
rebuilding them on the basis of historical
Sushil Gyawali
The fundamental idea or 'vision' of heritage reconstruction is to reconstruct them
exactly in the same form and shape, with all
making them earthquake-resilient, strong
to synchronize the preservation of tangible
retical basis of our heritage reconstruction
is mainly, the preservation of both tangible
and intangible heritages along with physiare some international norms and standards on heritage preservation and recon-

back to its origin, if the original form is
forward together with our civilization and
during the reconstruction of Balgopaleshwor temple situated at the middle of Rani
Granthakut/Shikhar style by King Pratap
Mall, but was reconstructed in Gumbaj
style by the then Prime Minister Jung Ba-

done in maintaining ancient originality
through restoration of structures that
-

We need to consider
the specialty of our
heritage and the
sentiments of local
people in future,
when involving
support of donor
countries.
Two practices in reconstruction
The heritage reconstruction works
are being carried out either through contracts to the construction companies or
of construction companies in archaeological heritage reconstruction were
agement capacity of the Department of
Archaeological (DoA), the responsible
body for maintenance and reconstrucappointing consultants as required was
-

The people in general were relatively
contracting construction companies and
forming users' committees, has been
working through construction companies' large scale work and through local
user committees in works that they can
in the procurement procedure that the
it is not necessary that the users' comever, we have found that the works done
by the communities are becoming more
Involvement of donor countries
Different countries and agencies including neighboring countries are supsome heritage reconstruction, the local
need to consider the specialty of our heritage and the sentiments of local people,
when involving support of donor counThere were shortcomings from the DoA
in management of such matters in some
were happy and welcomed the support
of the donor agencies and they felt supwith the local communities and the local
representatives before involving donor
agencies in heritage reconstruction and

-

are gaps in knowledge on materials and
tion materials similar to that in the past,

Reconstruction with masterplan development
physical structures damaged due to the
earthquake, but also taking forward a
masterplan for overall development of
there have been encroachments from the
government agencies, private sector and
structures constructed in and around the
heritage sites are not meeting the stanplan will be required for proper reconof the resources required for overall reconstruction will not be available at once,
but whatever is possible, if that is done
according to the masterplan, then wastage of resources and repetition of work
area might be constructed by different
agencies like private sector, local commuthere is a masterplan, then it will be followed and there will be proper utilization
Another thing is, the world heritage
been expressing various commitments to
avoid being listed in the risk list, but we

according to the masterplan, we can increase the number of tourists and take
forward the revenue generation works in
making the world heritage sites and surstructing the world heritage areas, it is
equally important to consider bringing
positive changes in local people’s lives
and providing them with increased alterareas, there are no proper sewage system,
no drinking water provision and no propthen we could integrate these types of

Similarly, the private houses in these
areas are being transformed into “monumental value” houses, thereby making
ever, be no compromise on the strength
of the house or considerations on perhave also introduced special incentive
tivities within the heritage sites will be
ervation of heritage settlements, development of tourism sector and upgrading

We are not only
reconstructing
the structures
damaged by the
earthquake, but
also taking forward
a masterplan for
overall development
of different historical
areas.

Necessary long-term initiatives
The heritages have been divided into
three categories for their overall pres-

es in and around the heritage areas are

areas outside the Kathmandu Valley as

But in many places, the private houses
are challenging the standards of heritage
masterplan of world heritage sites will
be an important milestone for heritage
reconstruction, preservation and develDevelopment of heritage settlement

a masterplan to determine the important

builld cities of Sankhu, Khokana and
Bungamati in the Kathmandu Valley and
Gorkha and Nuwakot Durbar areas and
Dolakha Bazaar outside the Valley, as

Similarly, world heritage sites are our

Budgets were allocated and some

historical and ancient sites, we need to
link them with our economic develop-

nality, while improving the basic services
and facilities for the residents of these

being made to reconstruct the heritages
of these areas by maintaining their origi-

heritage sites and the monuments inside
for them and work is being carried out by
The second is the effort to integrate
the reconstruction works in heritage setThe third is the effort to preserve
the independent heritages and their surrounding areas, which are outside the

damaged also because we did not properly understand their importance and
had not been paying attention to their
heritages which have collapsed or damregular maintenance and preservation of
those heritages as well, which have not
collapsed, or which are reconstructed and
tives to ensure preservation of heritages
through its capacity building after neces-

It is important to address and properly manage aspects like materials, human resources,
style, form and technology, budget, legal complexities, monitoring and evaluation,

The earthquake not only damaged
or affected our tangible heritages, but
ligious and cultural activities were greatshipping rituals, which could never be
stopped, had to be stopped in the parcould not carry on with their social and
cultural values, traditions and rites with

Bhishma Banskota
The reconstruction and rehabilitation
cance, physical structures, settlements at
risk, public buildings, health institutions,
educational institutions, security buildings damaged by the earthquake took a
steady pace after the establishment of the
heritage reconstruction based on prioritization moved forward after its establishEstimation of heritage damages

ological importance in 20 districts were
damaged due to the devastating earthalone, more than 1,000 heritages were
damaged, whereas 133 were damaged
-

in such activities lost their homes, some
lost their lives, many wood artisans and
metal artisans lost their lives, while many
were too scared to return to their works
ly affected both the tangible and intangiInitiating the reconstruction
After the earthquake, before moving
ahead with the reconstruction of archaeological heritages, the Department
of Archaeology (DoA) initiated the immediate actions like, rescue of heritages, clearing of ruins and covering them,
prevention of additional damage with
support beams and columns and orgatablished and operated immediately after
the earthquake to coordinate among the
Government of Nepal, DoA and inter-

hokha Durbar area and Swayambhu protected area were conducted along with
rescue, selection and documentation of
samples of artistic woodcrafts of damaged ancient structures and storage in
hokha Durbar area were comparatively
more damaged due to the earthquake
amongst the seven sites in the KathmanThe mega campaign of reconstruction of
area took speed after the ruins in the area
were removed within a month of the
earthquake by the DoA and different levels of security personnel (including NePolice) in the leadership of the Prime
Post-Disaster
(PDNA)

Needs

Assessment

area-wise needs for reconstruction in
the leadership of the National Planning
year plan with annual and periodic goals
for completing the reconstruction and

According to that document, the estimated total cost of damages due to the
earthquake-affected area, where there
are widespread loss of human lives and
physical damage and special types of
schemes/programs were required for
physical and social resettlement of the
displaced people and for reconstruction
more district was added (divided Nawalparasi) and now there are 32 districts un-

covered in PDNA, the sector plans and
falling under the social sector, has set
the goal to restore and reconstruct the
to preserve the continuity of cultures of
the affected communities (Sector Plans
the document prepared by the NRA
aims to complete the reconstruction of
historical and archaeological heritages

The reconstruction of the structures

Agencies involved in heritage reconstruction

priority as per the priorities set by the

NRA’s organizational structure and staff
positions as per the need of time and
leadership change, at present, the only
authorized body leading the renovation
and reconstruction of earthquake-damaged archaeological heritages is Nepal
Government’s Department of Archae-

The cultural heritages
of Hanumandhokha
Durbar area were
comparatively more
damaged amongst
the seven sites in
the Kathmandu
Valley listed in World
Heritage list.

NRA, the reconstruction of damaged
archaeological heritages were being led
ture, Tourism and Civil Aviation, but after the 12th meeting of the NRA Steer-

does not seem necessary and since the
reconstruction of archaeological heritages are being carried out by the DoA, the
authority shall be given from the NRA to
work like this,” the reconstruction works
are being carried out by the Department

construction works are being carried

of local level, development committees,
user committees, some non-govern-

technical support of Swiss Government
in Tripurasundari Temple and Taleju
Temple, DoA and Changunarayan Mu-

-

-

-

leading the sustainable preservation and
reconstruction work with a masterplan

Trust, Kathmandu Metropolitan Corporation (KMC) and Kasthamandap Reconstruction Committee formed at the
local level (Kathmandu Municipality) for
-

Singhadurbar except for western part
and six traditional heritage settlements
inside and outside the Kathmandu ValSinghadurbar, which is known as an important administrative building in South
Asia, and the construction of Dharahara
Regarding the reconstruction of
earthquake-damaged archaeological heritages, Pashupati Area Development Trust
in coordination with the DoA along with
the NRA for the heritage monuments in
Pashupati Conservation Area, DoA and
concerned development committees for
Swayambhu and Boudhanath Monument
Areas, DoA and Bhaktapur Municipality for Bhaktapur Durbar area, DoA and
Kathmandu Valley Development Trust
for Patan Durbar Monumants area are

As a whole, although DoA is leading
the preservation, renovation and reconstruction of earthquake-affected archaeological heritages, the reconstruction is
taking place also with the involvement

Reconstruction
of damaged
archaeological
heritages has been
initiated with the
involvement of some
international donor
agencies as per the
policy provision of NRA.

to admit that the reconstruction, repair
and maintenance of earthquake-affected monasteries could not move forward
speedily through the NRA due to some
the reconstruction of monasteries will
Involvement of donors in heritage
preservation
The donor support in heritage preservation sector started in 1970s and it
damaged archaeological heritages has
been initiated with the involvement of
some international donor agencies as per
the policy provision of the NRA (National Reconstruction and Rehabilitation
Policy, 2015) allowing the involvement
of international organizations as per
need, in rehabilitation and reconstrucovation of earthquake-affected ancient
monuments for making them disaster-resistant by using proper technology and
traditional materials if possible, as per
tion and reconstruction work of cultural
heritages are being carried out with the

involvement of donor agencies like Sri
Trust and non-government organizaThe reconstruction of Nine-Storied
Chinese Government, while the agreement for reconstruction of Seven-Storied Palace has taken place and work has

has been handed over to the Government of Nepal, while the second phase
Regarding the reconstruction of Agsupport of the Japanese Government,
there were some disputes and it was
agreed that the reconstruction will be
carried out with the involvement of local
communities and hence the work is bevation, renovation and reconstruction of
mandhokha Protected Monument areas
are being carried out by the Kathmandu
The excavation of foundations of
earthquake damaged Shiva temple situated at the north of Naagpokhari inside
ages in Gopinath temple and Jagannath
were evaluated and workplan developed
and test excavation work completed with
itage sites including Kasthamandap were
conducted in joint initiation of DoA and
tion was fruitful not only in terms of reconstruction, but also in terms of study

construction
The reconstruction of Kasthamandap, which is related to the naming of
Kathmandu and was constructed with
high level principle, is under reconstruction after the formation of Kasthamandap Reconstruction Committee led
by local communities and Kathmandu

Metropolitan City, after signing an agreewas disputed over a long time, it has now
monument will be rebuilt in the old style,
cost of Kasthamandap reconstruction
vice and suggestions of preservation
committee, advisory committee, steering
committee and expert committee, the
Kasthamandap Reconstruction Commitstruct my own Dharahara,” the reconstruction of collapsed Dharahara has

The main challenges
faced are availability
of traditional
construction
materials, lack of
coordination among
local level and multi
stakeholders and
lack of budget.

NRA had been given the responsibility
of reconstruction of Ranipokhari, Balgopaleshwor temple including the bridge
and other archaeological structures of
2019, after an agreement between the
the laying of black soil on the bottom
surface of Ranipokhari and construction
other agreement between the NRA and
Tulsi Construction in July 2019, reconstruction work has been started for Baltemple will be constructed in GranthaThe archaeological heritages includhokha, Rato Machindranath temple
in Bungmati, Charnarayan and Bhimsen temples in Patan and Shantipur in
Swayambhu area are under reconstrucGorkha palace and Nuwakot’s Seven-storied palace are under reconstruclike Bagdurbar, Jagannath, Gopinath,
Degutaleju of Patan and Agamchen of
Basantapur have not moved forward beThe Department of Archaeology aims
to reconstruct 150 cultural heritages in

construction work to be carried out by
the NRA as decided by the cabinet of
ministers in November 2017, after the
approval of design made by Department
to complete the construction within two
Dharahara was rebuilt as a nine-storied
tower, which now will be constructed as
According to the decision of the cab-

Problems and challenges faced in rebuilding heritage
Some problems and challenges were
seen in the course of reconstruction of
The main problems and challenges faced
ty of traditional construction materials,
lack of coordination among local level
and multi stakeholders, lack of budget
for preservation of places which have
also because of the practice of construction companies not completing the work
within the stipulated time and disagreements on the use of construction style,
of heritages is facing problem also because of the complexities in acquiring
resources from donor agencies for im-

limited human resources for the amount
of work required after the earthquake
in the Department of Archaeology, as
compared to very less work pressure in
Conclusion

cerned stakeholder agencies to preserve,
renovate and reconstruct the earthquake
affected heritages of archaeological
was established for reconstruction of
damaged structures and it has been playing a leading role in coordinating all the
relevant national and international stakethe reconstruction of archaeological
heritages, regardless of past associations,
structures and process in the matter, the
reconstruction of heritages damaged by

It is the responsibility
of all the concerned
stakeholder agencies
to preserve, renovate
and reconstruct the
heritages maintaining
their original form.

Reconstructed heritages
Although the reconstruction of cultural heritages was initiated in 2015/16, it
-

-

tion, renovation and reconstruction of heritages through the Department of

Fiscal Year

until now and 150 are being reconstructto address and properly manage different
aspects like construction materials, management of competent human resources, traditional style, form and technology,
budget, legal complexities, monitoring
and evaluation, involvement of local
communities, coordination among stakeThe earthquake not only affected
the tangible heritages, but badly affected the intangible heritage sector as well,
and therefore equal attention needs to be
paid in their preservation, reconstruction
Since the country has transformed
into a federal structure and according

Budget (Rs.)

Expense (Rs.)

Total

4,121,137,000

2,543,108,000

The progress update of district-wise details of archaeological heritages, whose
District
Kathmandu

the earthquake is being led by Depart-

No. of Programs

Reconstructed

District

Reconstructed

157

Lamjung

3

Kavrepalanchok

36

Gulmi

2

Gorkha

22

Tanahu

1

Sindhupalchok
Nuwakot

11
9

Kaski
Makwanpur
Total

1
1
382

World Heritage Site Reconstructed
Pashupati area
35
Swayambhunath area
15

World Heritage Site Reconstructed
Bhaktapur Darbar area
10
Changunarayan area
3

Patan Darbar area

Total

12

90

to the provisions in Local Government
of language, scripts, culture, arts and religions fall also under the jurisdiction of
Therefore, the existing laws and regulations need to be reformed and amended
ment of Archaeology needs to play the
leading and coordinating role with the
involved stakeholder agencies for completing the heritage reconstruction works
is important that the NRA pays special
attention to the sustainability of heritage
reconstruction and handing over, considering the weaknesses pointed out by
past, also keeping in mind the decision
Ajarbaijan from June 30 to July 10, 2019,
that it will list the heritages in risk list if

a) Provision related to Ancient Monuments Preservation
The preservation, renovation and
reconstruction works in damaged archaeological sites are being carried
out through national and international
multi-stakeholder agencies, in the leadership of Department of Archaeology
as per the Ancient Monuments Preservation Act, 1956 and Regulation 1990
and the Ancient Monument Conservalines on Conservation and Reconstrucquake, 2016 and Manual on Conservapolicy decisions made by the NRA at
different levels and Public Procurement
Procedure related to Reconstruction of
on Preservation, Renovation and Re2017, Guidelines on Preservation, Ren-

References:

The preservation and management
of the historical and artistic environto the Ancient Monuments Preservation Act, 1956 and the Department of
Archaeology has adopted a standard
for construction and conservation of
houses and buildings in all of these conhouses and buildings in those areas are
conserved and the ancient monuments
are conserved and constructed within
The preservation, reconstruction
Durbar area and Bouddhanath Stupa
hokha Durbar Museum Development
Committee and Bouddhanath Area Development Committee respectively, as
The preservation, reconstruction and
management of Pashupati area is being
carried out with necessary coordination
with the Department of Archaeology,
and according to the Pashupati Area
Act, 2017 has given the authority to

the local levels (rural municipalities and
municipalities) to determine the building construction standard; care, maintenance and management of public properties; designate any area as special, conserved or autonomous area; preserve or
promote tourism in any historically important site, archaeological matter, art
or culture; declare any area as cultural or
touristic area and preserve and develop
el has the special authority to preserve,
maintain, promote and develop the tangible heritages like archaeology, ancient
monuments and museums, along with
the preservation and development of
intangible cultural heritages including
running and management of traditional
Procurement Procedure related to Rethere is a legal provision that allows for
the reconstruction and restoration of
heritages of archaeological importance
at national level projects up to 100 million rupees to be carried out by locally
(municipal level or rural municipal level)
formed user committee with the deciin recommendation of concerned mub) Provisions related to Monasteries
vation, Renovation and Rebuild of
enforced in order to determine the process to make the preservation, renovation and reconstruction works of the
tion of monasteries, their preservation,
agement, grievance handling, user committees, monitoring and evaluation at
der to set the standards and process, the
has enforced Guidelines on Preservaquake-hit Monasteries, 2019 after its
approval for making the preservation,
restoration and reconstruction of mon-

c) Provisions related to Heritage Settlements
Almost 60 traditional heritage settlements inside and outside the Kathmandu Valley were affected by the earthgrants for conservation and reconstruction of the six most affected ancient
heritage settlements, two districts in
the Kathmandu Valley (Bungmati and
Khokana in Lalitpur and Sankhu in
Kathmandu), one hilly district (Seven Storied Palace area in Nuwakot),
and two mountain districts (historical

ing their private houses maintaining the
originality of these heritage settlements
including Dolakha and Nuwakot are beThere is a special provision in relation to constructions in heritage
settlements in the Basic Construction
Standard in Settlement Development,
-

in these areas reconstruct their private

Standard needs to be followed while
reconstructing the heritages along with
private houses and infrastructures in
ancient settlements like Kilambo Dam-

is a provision of additional 50 thousand
rupees grant for them from the NRA
with the recommendation of local level,

provision that a settlement with minimum 50 houses or more than 100 years
old, with continuation of culturally

important local festivals, fairs and religious chanting groups and associations
like guthi, can be selected as heritage
local level can set boundary of such
heritage settlements with the support
of related expert group, these settleopment Ministry and the standards for
the heritage settlements within such
The NRA has also enforced Single
construction Procedure 2019, for implegrants for earthquake affected private
houses with multiple ownership within
the heritage settlements, so that their
and the original form and arts of the set-

Lalitpur
Bajrabarahi Temple (Chapagaon)

Siddhilaxmi Temple

Bhaktapur
Kathmandu

(Dahachowk)

Anantapur Temple (Swoyambhu)

Pratappur Temple (Swoyambhu)

Dolakha

Kavrepalanchowk
le (Gimdi)

10. Palanchowk Bhagwati Temple

Sindhupalchowk
1. Bhimsen Temple (Nawalpur)

Dhading

lo Pati at Dapcha Bhimsen (Dapcha)

Nuwakot
14. Khanda Devi Temple

Gorkha

Lamjung

Okhaldhunga

Sindhuli
Arghakhanchi
Gulmi

Tanahu
Ramechhap

Palpa
Kaski
Makwanpur

Pashupati area
Kathmandu Metropolitan City

Swoyambhu Mahasamiti (all in Swoyambhu area)

US Ambassador's Fund

Reconstruction with
foreign assistance
Kathmandu Valley Preservation Trust

Hanumandhoka Development Committee
(all temples in Hanumandhoka area)

Miyamoto Relief Fund
1. Gaddi Baithak (Hanumandhoka Durbar area)

Bhaktapur Municipality
Bouddhanath

Heritage and Environment Conservation Foundation Nepal

Swiss Government

The reconstruction of Balgopaleshwar Temple in the middle of Ranipokhari, the historic pond at the center of the
The contractor, CA-Tulsi Construction JV, which signed a construction contract with the National Reconstruction
Authority (NRA) on August 9, has started
The concrete tie-beam tied around
the temple with concrete and rebar earlier has now been removed in the course
of the corridor surrounding the temple
has begun using
(traditional
mortar of limestone and brick powder)
is being prepared near the northern gate
of Ranipokhari, and
(limestone) is
and
will be mixed and walls will be constructSite engineer of CA-Tulsi Construction JV Sanam Shrestha informed that
30 to 35 workers are currently working
main temple will be reconstructed after
a traditional
(prayers for
According to Shrestha, the main temple
and the bridge leading to the temple will
be constructed in parallel to complete the

itage Preservation, Public Buildings and
ma, who is leading the monitoring works
of Ranipokhari reconstruction, said the
The construction company will reconstruct Balgopaleshwar temple, bridge
to the temple and the garden around the
pond, while a users’ committee has got
the responsibility of reconstructing the
plinth of the pond and the wall around

structed the wall on the western side of
the pond and it is in the process of constructing one-third portion of the wall
ditional material and technology is being
Likewise, skilled artisans from Bhaktapur are working to lay black clay on the
committee to increase the number of ar-

The reconstruction of historic Dharahara
at the center of Kathmandu is in full speed
has been shifted to Dillibazar to creat space

The residents of Pilachhen not only reconstructed their houses, but have also tried to
Pilachhen, an inner settlement oneand-half kilometers north-east of Patan
tage Site, was not spared by the April 2015

rent they received from renting out their

of many house-owners depended on the

rebuild their houses with support from

only their income source dried up but the
But Pilachhen residents did not lose

constructed their houses, but also tried
to develop ways of income generation as
port from some non-governmental organizations and started reconstructing their
houses with a combination of traditional

ing tourism activity and increase the locals'
Ramesh Maharjan, some families have
already started running home-stays and
cooperation has also revived among the
local residents, who helped each other in
The project is not targeted only tohave been linked to work as per the goal
al Newari costume) sit at aPhalcha (seat) at
the entrance of the settlement and draw

National Reconstruction Authority (NRA)
Sushil Gyewali visited the under-construction Newari settlement of Pilachhen on

houses participating in the project have
modern technology and materials were
used in the reconstruction of these houses, the outer design is unique and tradi-

is not only about bare physical reconstruction but also preservation of originality
ments are being developed by protecting
their originality and assured to facilitate as
far as possible on behalf of the NRA to

"Pilachhen Reconstruction and Tourism Promotion Project" is running at

Mayor of Lalitpur Metropolitan City
Chhiri Babu Maharjan said efforts of Pilachhen was exemplary and committed to

-

Culture expert Satya Mohan Joshi re-

membered having advised to reconstruct
Pilachhen in a unique way as Pilachhen
and its surrounding area is connected to
hen Reconstruction and Tourism PromoPilachhen is known for its tradition,
architecture, customs and festivals runalso various structures of archeological
Temple, Pilachhen Pond, andGuthighar
(community hall), among others in this
Cultural activities like various festivals and
The National Reconstruction Authority, which has been looking for ways to
expedite private housing reconstruction in
urban areas for some time, has introduced
announced to give an additional grant
houses in heritage settlements in a tradiAt a time when the private housing reconstruction in urban areas is slower compared to the reconstruction in rural areas,
it is very likely that Pilachhen will become
Reconstruction in Pilachhen has
shown how reconstruction is not only
about physical reconstruction but can also
be made a way of income generation by

An interaction program was held on
August 26 in Nuwakot to discuss the masterplan being developed to reconstruct Nuwakot Durbar Area and its surrounding arThe interaction was held between stakeholders and local residents over the initial
design of the heritage settlement presented
by the consulting company that is preparing
National Reconstruction Authority (NRA)
Sushil Gyewali informed that six settlements including the one in Nuwakot was
struction can start based on the master
sector or the general public, want to provide
support, construction can be done as per
hadur Pandey said, the concept of preparing a masterplan and working accordingly
is a very good step, and suggested various
Nuwakot heritage settlement will help to
achieve the touristic aspiration of the region,
and contribute largely to the socio-economMayor of Bidur Municipality Sanju Pandit said, the assistance provided by the NRA
for the reconstruction of the heritage settlement is an opportunity, and added that the
municipality had introduced various incentives to encourage the residents to recon-

According to Mayor Pandit, Bidur Municipality has decided to provide a 50 percent concession in design approval fee, and
itage settlement for building its facade in a
According to Pushkar Sharma Rimal,
agreed to join the heritage settlement so
far, out of which 390 households are in the

The committee has also been giving
grant for the purchase of corrugated metThe committee will reimburse any amount

each for the master plan development and
The six heritage settlements being developed are Khokana, Bungmati and Sankhu
in the Kathmandu Valley, Nuwakot Durbar
area and its periphery in Nuwakot, Gorkha
Durbar area in Gorkha and Dolakha bazaar
The heritage settlement development
plan includes conservation of old heritages, construction of facades of houses
in traditional way, construction of park,
picnic spot, and pedestrians paths, and
conservation of water foundations and
Ltd is doing the work of masterplan devel-

The Seven-story Durbar of Nuwakot was
Built by King Prithvi Narayan Shah, this famous
Chinese government is providing the technical

It is important that the local people, local government along with the central government

Damodar Gautam
Currently in Nepal, in the context of
cultural heritage preservation and management, every local community seems to
have become very aware about it after the
eryone is gradually becoming aware about
preserving the heritages that are linked to
ly in the sector of tangible heritage for a
long time in Department of Archaeology,
As the Government of Nepal has
mandated the Department of Archaeology as the designated government authority
to preserve and manage the cultural heritages since 2009 BS, it has been working
in responsible preservation, restoration
and reconstruction of heritage structures
has already been completed and the reTherefore, in terms of cultural heritages
affected by the earthquake, the rehabilitation work is moving forward satisfactorily,
and we are undertaking this work with the
belief that the Department of Archaeology will be able to complete this task within the stipulated time by achieving the set

The level of
awareness on one’s
cultural heritages
has increased
earthquake of 2015.
General’s position from past few months,
focus and sensitivity, trying to strengthen
the specialty of interconnections between
been making special efforts for making all
these aspects stronger from every perspecThe level of awareness on one’s cultur-

all the possible efforts for timely completion of rehabilitation of important heritages affected by the earthquake, from

now aware about the importance of preserving the cultural heritages linked to their
identity and their participation in such iniural that there should be local people’s par-

Section of the Department of Archaeol-

to this matter by the local level and local

government, they should acknowledge
their ownership and leadership in heritage
the heritages will get the nation-wide importance for the possibility of their actual
ment of Archaeology taking responsibility
of preservation of all the cultural heritages
all over Nepal centrally, like in the past, it
might not be possible to even focus only
cept of heritage preservation itself will
equally important that the local people,
local government along with the central
government and all the other stakeholder
agencies provide their equally important
contribution from their own respective
and reconstruction work of archaeological
heritages could be carried out by ensuring
their originality, sensitivity, authenticity and
validity, it will be possible to complete the
heritage reconstruction campaign within
the stipulated time and objectives, in order
to hand them over to the future genera-

10,36,568
826,558
488,230
69,973

605,446
776,114
769,105

428,630
218,354

Private
Housing
Grant
Distribution

Singha Durbar, Kathmandu
Tel: 01-4211482, 01-4211465
info@nra.gov.np | www.nra.gov.np

Survivors living in the vulnerable settlement expressed happiness after they got construction

ed districts, has been leading in the overall
private houses in the reconstruction list

-

grievances for re-survey saying their

Among those earthquake-affected,

Safe construction plots for vulnerable
settlements
Twenty four earthquake survivor families living in vulnerable settlements have
plots with the grant provided by the National Reconstruction Authority (NRA),
were given Land Titles amid a function
These families living in Bhandare of
Chisankhugadhi Rural Municipality-7 in
the district were provided the grant to buy
The earthquake survivors living in
the vulnerable settlement for a long time
expressed happiness after they got convious settlement had risks of landslides
Bakhat Bahadur Rai, who purchased

Toilets have been
built in the schools
which did not have
toilets before.
the land, said he would start the house
plots in Khaniyabas had plans to develop
Bakhat Bahadur Rai, Laxmi Rai, Chakra
Bahadur Rai, and Rahar Maya Rai, are
Likewise, Lok Bahadur Rai, Sarke Rai,
Ram Kumari Rai, Anita Rai, Ramrishi
Rai, Kamala Rai, Man Bahadur Rai, and
Bam Bahadur Rai have also received the
Prem Kumar Rai, Krishna Maya Rai,
hadur Rai, Prawin Rai, Mekh Kumari Rai,
Som Maya Rai and Man Bahadur Rai (sec-

Among the total of 199 households to
be shifted from vulnerable settlements to
already purchased land in safer places for
Schools being reconstructed
have already been reconstructed, according to Dilli Raj Luintel, Chief of the DisTwo model schools among these
schools have been reconstructed as per
Rumjhatar Secondary School, Rumjhatar and Baruneshwar Secondary School,
Toilets have been built in the schools
said that 50 toilets would be constructed
-

Nalang in Siddhalek-2 of Dhading was in a
state of confusion for a long time after the
National Reconstruction Authority (NRA)
and-stone house built in the village could
be made earthquake-resilient through retpropriate houses like that of Naharki's to

-

the NRA is trying to give message through
practical trainings through various partner

The scheme not only paid the wages of ma-

15 houses and conducting on-the-job train-

assistance to buy some construction materi-

-

Altogether, 36 skilled masons have been
developed from the on-the-job training conBhoj Bahadur Magar, said the training had
-

Pech Maya Giri and Surya Bahadur Kunwar
the NRA Sushil Gyewali visited Nalang and
observed Naharki's house that was retro-

hold has got facility as Ram Prasad Naharki

became further optimistic that other bene-

come earthquake-resilient still retaining the

schemes will be useful to encourage all ret-

chair of Siddhalek -2 Kamal Bahadur Gu-

Bahadur Shrestha, Deputy Chairperson
of Siddhalek Rural Municipality Kamala
Sharma, Deputy Director of Central Level
Surya Narayan Shrestha and Andrew Gol-

ever, only 21,730 have signed the grant
damaged mud-and-stone houses are still
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The earthquake severely damaged

-

-

Pursuing the principle of Build Back
Better, for creating a resilient society to

the Program for Rehabilitation and Re-

the reconstruction of the main building
Sudeep Bahadur Singh
After the devastating earthquake,
which shook Nepal in 2015, the Government of Japan took an instant step to
extend support for relief and reconstruction works to facilitate fast recovery for

bridges on the way to Barpak, Gorkha
and water transmission project in SindhMoreover, after the appointment of
the contractor, the reconstruction work
building was timely handed over to the
May 15, 2019; and was inaugurated by

pal, besides transportation, energy, water
and sanitation, education, peace building,

the Prime Minister, Ambassador of Japan
to Nepal Masamichi Saigo unveiled the
curtain of the plaque, which states that it

support the provision of safe and quality health services to the people of Nepal through the reconstruction of these
building, various functionalities have been
stetric care can be provided; while a part
of the building is designated for scholas-

more women, mothers, and babies receiving standard medical facilities from this
hospital and will serve as a model hospital
for Nepal, which combines quality medi-

Mundre Kumal is one among 8,000 such families in GoI-NHRP area in Gorkha, who are
Mundre Kumal, 71, (above photo) is
a resident of Palungtar Municipality in
-

to his visual impairment, compounded as his two wives also suffered from
educated their two sons, eldest one of

living in a temporary shelter made of
bamboo and plastic sheet with his family after the devastating earthquake of

The family’s sustenance was fully dependent on the eldest son, who worked
as a daily-wage labor but was unable to

during monsoon as rain would drench his
belongings and during winter were insufferable with no protection from freezing

in search of better opportunities and to
help his family overcome extreme pov-

Kumal owned a small plot of land,
where their damaged house was still

So, left with no money, the family had
lost hope to move back to a new and safe
al’s house with the president of “Tole
Sudhar Samiti" (Community based comty meetings, the committee was mobilized
to support Kumal’s house reconstruction
Rebuilding Nepal

opened vehicular access to Kumal's land
for easing transportation of construction
inadequate, as the house owner was unable to put in any additional resources
receive from the government in two
tranches only after commencement of
cussed this situation with the Palungtar
Municipality, which as a special gesture
The project team through community discussions decided to demonstrate
Containment Reinforcement (CR) technology, which is an improvisation of
traditional stone in mud mortar technolgy approved by Government of Nepal
replaces timber, except for roof, with
both of which are scarce and expenplan along with drawings and estimation were prepared and the municipalitheir consent on the technology, which
use of the technology and also acknowledged the special needs of such vulnerable households, who require additional
The construction commenced in
lized this opportunity to train local (and
project) masons on the CR technology
as it was quite new and widely replicaDuring the course of construction, onthe-job training was conducted for four
from the project received one day oriable to complete construction of his
house within the grant he received from
the government and shifted into his new
house with his family, with a feeling of

Gorkha, who are vulnerable due to their
poor physical, mental, economic or soing intensive socio-technical facilitation support to these needy vulnerable
households, who without additional
support would not be able to undertake
construction and risk being left behind
About the project:
socio-technical facilitation support for
housing reconstruction in Gorkha is beban and six rural municipalities, namely
Gorkha and Palungtar municipalities,
and Dharche, Aarughat, Ajirkot, Siranchowk, Gandaki, Sahid Lakhan rural municipalities, targeting a total of
by the Government of Nepal and the
To effectively deliver high quality socio-technical facilitation services
to 26,912 households in Gorkha, the
Driven Reconstruction Collaborative
national and state governments in instituting and facilitating the owner-driven

Swisscontact has said that it

main project interventions providing
socio-technical facilitation support en-

in Sindhuli under its 'Skills for Safe
Reconstruction Project (SSRP)' in the

dures regarding inclusion, grant re-

the experiences of the project that
ended last month, Swisscontact, a
foundation for international devel-

ance on construction technology,
design options, disaster-resistant
features, government norms, material procurement and construction
management;
ings, preparation for building permit
process in urban municipalities;
ticipants, particularly house owners
and masons;
assurance; and,

-

ers trained by the project are placed
in gainful employment for reconstrucTara Prasad Bakhariya, coordinator of SSRP at Swisscontact, the orgaearthquake-affected households in
getting information about safe reconstruction, government's housing
grants and the procedures to get the
grants, but also trained construction
workers to rebuild earthquake-resil-

Swisscontact said that 108 houses of most vulnerable families were rebuilt by the
and supply sides of the reconstruction
households by providing information
about the grants from the government
and its procedures, we also trained thousands of construction workers to rebuild
es of most vulnerable families were
rebuilt by the construction workers it
trained as part of the on-the-job training
Bakhariya also said that the training
not only helped to meet the shortage of
skilled construction workers to help the
reconstruction drive at the local levels,

The training not only
helped to meet the
shortage of skilled
construction workers
but also increased
the income for those
trained construction
workers.
but also increased the income for those

Apart from the trainings to construction workers including carpenters
and masons, the foundation also providorganization, 12,979 house-owners have
built earthquake resilient houses by employing skilled workers that comply with
Bakhariya claimed that 66 percent
of 900 graduates of 50 days on the jobs
training have increased their income by

According to Swisscontact, 5,200
earthquake resilient houses were built
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King Pratap Malla built Nhu Pukhoo,

Pokhari, as the pond was eventually called,
he toiled four years to bring water from 51
holy rivers, ponds and oceans of the subNow, more than four years after the
desecration of Ranipokhari by Kathmandu
Metropolitan City (KMC) in the name of
building process of Rani Pokhari is to some
The 2015 earthquake damaged the Bal
Gopaleswor Temple in the middle of the
bankment walls remained intact, but the
KMC misguidedly drained all the water, demolished the centuries-old brick embankment and replaced it with reinforced conDespite public uproar over the vandalism of this holy site, Mayor Bidya Sundar
Shakya refused to back down from the

project, vowing to build a coffee shop and
recreation facilities in and around Rani
the construction workers out and locked
Shakya was forced to remove the concrete
The National Reconstruction Authority
(NRA) stepped in, taking responsibility for
to oversee the process and manage funds,
and enlisted the technical expertise of
Bhaktapur Municipality, which had recently
revived several ponds on its lands that had
are now hard at work at Rani Pokhari every
tion, women are levelling the ground and
lining the pond with a layer of impermeembankment wall on the sides of the pond,
using bricks specially manufactured with
Subhadra Dhoju from Bhaktapur says

area of Rain Pokhari poses a challenge not
black clay so far from Sankhu and Bhaktapur, but we need another 3,000,” says Ajay
Sthapit, who heads the local group overwanted to use cheaper ordinary bricks for
the walls of the pond, Sthapit insisted on
is progressing steadily, using appropriate
technical knowhow and following ancient
only for preventing the pond water from

thinking of drilling a deep well and a dedthe long-term sustainability of this method
is contested by Sudarshan Raj Tiwari, a historian and member of the expert commit-

Department of Archaeology, however, ignored that advice and went on to rebuild
the temple with a dome roof following

“According to Vastu principles, Pratap
and to drain the pond in the northeast and

more, sustained public pressure forced the
government to correct its mistake, and the
NRA has now published a design to rebuild
-

“This was the ancient, proven and sustain-

Cultural preservation activist Sudin
Manandhar feels Rani Pokhari is being

Maharshi Prasad Rajbhandari, a young
heritage enthusiast from nearby Asan, sums
-

knowledge of our ancestors is lost forev-

the Rani Pokhari episode, we have learnt
that if we raise our voices and are persistent,
we can bring even the most powerful gov-

Tiwari’s committee had also recommended that the Bal Gopaleswor temple
be rebuilt in Shikhara architecture keeping

Nepal has completed reconstrucand archaeological monuments that
were damaged in the earthquake of
2015, according to National ReconThe latest reconstruction update
provided by NRA states that out of
including 96 within the world heritage

the rebuilding of these damaged monBut it is true that construction has not
been in speed pace as compared to other sectors like infrastructures, schools
or hospitals," Pitambar Ghimire, joint
secretary and NRA spokesperson told
Ghimire explained that the reconstruction of heritages sites faces several challenges like maintaining originality

of the rich heritage, availability of manpower skilled in art and architecture,
availability of traditional construction
"Reconstruction of ancient and
culturally rich sites requires cooperation from local communities and arbeen trying our best to complete the
remaining works soon," spokesperson
partment of Archaeology has been
entrusted with the reconstruction of
heritage sites, which has to fully comply with archaeological principles like
using only traditional bricks and timber
to maintain the originality and avoiding
modern construction materials among
According to Damodar Gautam,
Director General at Department of
Archaeology, at least 150 heritage sites
cal year, for which budget has already
"Since we have around two years
left to complete the overall reconstruc-

tion process, we are hopeful that the
remaining heritage sites will be built on
The major heritage sites being reconstructed currently are Kasthamandap and Nine-Storey Tower located
Nine-Storey Dharahara Tower, Machhindranath temple, Ranipokhari or
Besides the internal resources of
the government, the monuments are
being reconstructed with the assistance
world heritage site in capital and Seven-Storey Nuwakot Palace in the neighboring district are undergoing reconAccording to the Post Disaster
Needs Assessment conducted by National Planning Commission, Nepal
billion in the earthquake, which is more
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Reconstruction of the Kasthamandap, the three-storied historic public
shelter of Basantapur, is now going on
The reconstruction of the wooden
monument is moving applying tradihave been used to erect the posts and set
en posts and others 10-by-10 inches 32
wooden posts have already been erected,
Bricks and saddle stone placement
The Kasthamandap Reconstruction
bic feet wood from Mahottari and Chit1,700 cubic feet wood to complete the
decide as to how we can erect the four
to erect them even though we had an
option to use crane machines, said Gau-

The committee has moved ahead the
rebuilding work keeping documentation
ations to get knowledge about reconstruction process, working methods,
materials used and their placement,”
The Kathmandu Metropolitan City
construction of the wooden shelter of
Department of Archeology (DoA) have
Dangol, however, said that the rebuilding task would complete spending

The Kathmandu
Metropolitan City
has provided Rs.
50.5 million for the
reconstruction of
the wooden shelter
of archaeological
values.
The knots of the wooden posts were
The committee had already given
order to make 200,000 pieces bricks of
be of the same size having thickness as
found during excavation process at the

the end of this month, Manindra Shrestha, project manager of the committee,
Altogether 100 wooden posts of
different four sizes will be used in the
posts of 10 by 10 inches, 36 wooden
posts of 7-by-7 inches and four posts of
placement of bracket has completed, he
The Kasthmandap has covered less
tee has uses old bricks, stone and mud to

Reconstruction Authority (NRA) has
struction of quake-destroyed Gumbas
(Buddhist monasteries) in Sindhupalchowk, four years after the devastating

in Kathmandu itself will handle the reconstruction of historical monasteries
older than 500 years and spread over
known as district of Buddhist monasteries as majority of the district's population comprises Sherpa, Tamang and

tal of 190 Gumbas need reconstrucprivate houses, community schools,
are nearing completion in the district,
which is among the most-affected by
Laxman Kumar Sheth, local infrastructure manager of the district
project implementation unit, said that
reconstruction of the quake-hit Gumprocess will begin immediately after
we receive the permission to spend,”
-

Around 50,000 earthquake-affected
families will no longer be eligible to receive
the government grant to build new homes
after they failed to sign agreements with the
National Reconstruction Authority within
The authority had urged the earthquake
survivors who had missed out from receiving the housing grant to sign the agreeThe government provides a grant of
Rs300,000 in three instalments to each
family who lost their homes in the 2015
have not signed the agreements, an estimated 6,000-7,000 have applied,” said Manohar
Ghimire, joint spokesperson at the author-

Although the NRA in 2016 had decided to provide Rs 60 million for the
reconstruction of about 150 monasteries, the reconstruction work couldn't
gather momentum after stakeholders
ing that the NRA's damage assessment

depending upon the scale of damage,
each Gumba will receive between Rs
The maximum amount allocated is
of historical Tashi Chholing Monastery
in Panchpokhari-Thangpaldhap Rural
ing to write to the Gumba management
committees and the consumer committees concerned to start the process to
award the contracts for the reconstruc-

After this, the NRA conducted a
the NRA about 1,000 monasteries were
-

ries to apply at their respective ward of-

instalment followed by Rs150,000 and Rs
100,000 in the second and third instalments
based on the progress of house construcfected families stayed away from collecting
cials at the reconstruction authority, a numold age and disability could have stopped

year as its tenure will expire in December
thority, there are still additional 5,000 famof the housing grant even after signing the
They were also told to collect their
According to records maintained by the
reconstruction authority, 761,513 families
destroyed nearly a million houses along
with hundreds of health institutions, heritage sites, schools, roads and other infra-

The authority aims to complete rebuild-
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thousand as reimbursement to private
jeev Singh Puri handed over the cheque
the National Reconstruction Authority
(NRA) Sushil Gyewali at the presence of
Nepali foreign minister Pradeep Kumar

10 billion stipulated to be spent for pri-

Reconstruction held immediately after the

Project Management Consultants of the

This amount will be used for the reimbursement of private housing grants for

A workshop was organized on July
29 for a thorough discussion among
stakeholders on earthquake-resilient

government is stipulated to be spent for
reconstruction of schools, health institu-

ajhi and Dil Bahadur Tamang – from

event organized by the National Reconstruction Authority (NRA) and the
development partners implementing

experiences of skepticism before the
-

Presentations were made by the
development partners active in re-

participants were divided into four
groups and they discussed and shared,
coordinated by the NRA executive

riences, challenges and the way forward

were done in four themes of policy
reform, technical review, institutional

for reconstruction of health buildings,

billion for reconstruction after the earth-

shil Gyewali summarized the issues
raised in the discussions and said, suconly save 70,000 houses damaged by
the earthquake, but owners of hundreds of thousands of houses from the
east to the west of Nepal can also be
menting the suggestions for policy and
institutional reforms and stressed on
the need for publicity with demonstration of best practices to encourage ret-

President Bidya Devi Bhandari laid
the foundation stone for the reconstruction of Nepal Rastra Bank (NRB) headAddressing the function, President
new building to be constructed would

Khatiwada said the whole economy is in
the phase of reconstruction and added
that the new building of NRB would have
the same looks as before but would be
provided by the Bank would be more efthe National Reconstruction Authority (NRA) Sushil Gyewali informed that
the new building would be constructed
as per the requirement of NRB and that
it would meet the security and quality
reconstruction and expressed commitment to complete the reconstruction of
NRB building, too, within the stipulated

Nepal informed that the reconstrucgoing on and expressed happiness that
the foundation had been laid for the rethanked everyone who enabled the envi-

The reconstruction cost of NRB is
the contract for the building reconstrucing reconstruction within the coming 27

Singha Durbar, the central seat
of the Nepal government, which
was badly affected by the April
western facade of Singha Durbar
three other facades has been going
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The National Reconstruction
Authority (NRA) has decided to
300,000 to the house owners who
reconstructed their private houses,
damaged by the earthquake, before
held on July 2 approved a guideline
on providing the private housing
grant to such houses, as per the direction of the NRA Steering ComAs per the approved guideline,
the local governments have to verify that the house was constructed
before the NRA deployed its techniof the NRA Sushil Gyewali said the
guideline was approved to expedite
the work with priority as distribution
of lump sum amount to the house
owners who had reconstructed the
houses before the technicians were
-

ries have already taken their third

dah, porch should be constructed

been reconstructed and 211,000
houses are in the process of recon-

The meeting has also decided to recommend for grant only if
separate earthquake-resilient kitchen/room, toilet and verandah/porch
has been constructed in case of already constructed one-room hous-

have got data that 12,000 houses
were made before the technicians
data also and provide them a lump
also approved the guideline on reconstruction of private houses of
single or multi-ownership in heritage
approval of the guideline will help
to advance the work of urban reconstruction with the end of confusion
on multi-ownership of property seen
standards on reconstruction of onearea of the interior of the one-room
house should be 120 square meters
and at least separate earthquake-resilient kitchen/room, toilet, veran-

-

buildings reconstructed by District Level

the National Reconstruction Authority
(NRA) Sushil Gyewali jointly inaugu-

of which the government has invested
12 percent and the Asian Development
construction of the buildings had started

Provincial Assembly Members of
Province 3 Pashupati Chaulagain and
Bishal Khadka handed over the buildThe reconstruction cost of

the

Speaking at the building handover
constructed modern buildings would enthe earthquake were being reconstructed
and that the disaster had been converted

already been recommended the relevant local government will ensure
such provision before giving out the

of one-room houses as there had
been some confusion and misuse in
some places in the reconstruction of
needs to be accountable when reconKitchen room was not included while constructing a one-room
made a provision to make one-room
house to simplify the process for

Project Director of the NRA's Cen(Buildings) Nabaraj Pyakurel thanked
everyone who provided their valuable
Provincial Assembly Members Pashupati Chaulagain and Bishal Khadka,
Chairperson of District Coordination
Committee Dabal Pandey, and Mayor
of Bhimeshwar Municipality Bharat Bahadur KC among others also expressed
requested the chiefs of the government
-

Reconstruction of 70 government/
public buildings fully damaged by the
April 2015 earthquake has been completreconstructed with loan support from the
According to Project Director of Cen(Buildings) Nabaraj Pyakurel, reconstruction of 21 buildings being reconstructed
with funding from the government will
reconstruction of 29 buildings being reconstructed with loan support from the
Process has been initiated to construct
the structures yet to be reconstructed or
for the reconstruction of buildings of
Sajha Publications, Gorkhapatra Corporation, and Radio Nepal and tender has
been called for buildings of both sides of

Public Procurement Notice has been
trative Building located in Lalitpur to be
The process is going to be initiated for the construction of prisons in
Gorkha, Sindhupalchowk, Lamjung, Ra-

western front of Singha Durbar is going
on, and tender has been published for
Mandir, Keshar Mahal and Central Law
tal Niwas), Bahadur Bhawan where Vice

be constructed with the same loan assis-

and Tri Chandra College adjoined with
Ghantaghar are in the design phase for

the National Reconstruction Authority
(NRA) Sushil Gyewali said plan has been
made to reconstruct the remaining structures including the government buildings

Construction of Nepal Rastra Bank

According to Central Level Project

funded by Nepal Rastra Bank itself is
According to the information provided in a review program organized in the
capital, 253 structures partially damaged
spent for the government buildings so
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The reconstruction of the main
building of Paropakar Maternity and
aged in the April 2015 earthquake, has
augurated the reconstructed building of
rated the reconstructed building of Bir
-

earthquake-damaged health facilities infrastructure reconstruction program as
per the bilateral agreement between the
Government of Nepal and the Japanese
-

Speaking at the function organized
by the National Reconstruction Authority (NRA) and the Ministry of
that the reconstructed modern building
would make an important contribution
of ultra-modern and safe building as
per the reconstruction concept of build
Deputy Prime Minister and Minisen and children would get better quality
service from the reconstructed Maternitals should also be constructed outside
NRA Sushil Gyewali said the reconstruction of Maternity and Bir hospitals had given a message that structures

damaged by earthquake could be reconstructed by mobilizing international
been done in the reconstruction of
health facilities, private housing, educational institutions and heritages, and expressed commitment that the remaining
Japanese ambassador to Nepal Masamichi Saigo expressed happiness for
being able to support the post-earthquake reconstruction and expressed
Jageshwar Gautam said the services of
the hospital had been crippled after the
earthquake, but has re-expanded after
one who supported the reconstruction
among the 1,197 damaged by 2015
earthquake have been reconstructed,

An awareness program on subsidized
loan was organized targeting the earthsidized loan, required documents and the
terms of the loan were discussed during
the function organized in Dhading on July
Speaking at the function, Deputy
Mayor of Neelkantha Municipality Manraj Bhandari said the awareness program

the municipality would provide full supries who have not been able to reconstruct
ries in Neelkantha municipality have not
started the house construction process
dination Section of the National Reconstruction Authority (NRA) Dibya Raj
Pokhrel presented the theoretical and
practical aspects of the subsidized loan at
able to reconstruct their private houses

emption for Subsidized Loan approved by
Sakchyam has started working in
Neelkantha Municipality, Jwalamukhi
Rural Municipality and Dhunibesi Rural
Municipality with an objective to facili-

Dhading have not started constructing

structure) Jayram Shrestha were present at

-

Neelkantha Municipality, District Branch
Managers and representatives of all banks,
chiefs and representatives of various organizations working in reconstruction sec-

Project of Sakchyam Bibhu Prasad Aryal
highlighted the importance of subsidized
-

Several programs on subsidized loan
held in Gorkha
Similar awareness programs were conducted in various parts of Gorkha from
July 1-3 to highlight the subsidized loan
targeted at those who had lost their houses
The programs were conducted in
Gorkha Municipality, Shahid Lakhan Rural Municipality and Palungtar Municipali-

elected representatives, representatives
of local banks, journalists and locals were
been able to make their private houses due
Loan, 2075' approved by the Council of
The Government provides interest
subsidies on such loans and the relevant

Assistance Coordination Section at the
National Reconstruction Authority (NRA)
had presented about the theoretical aspects of the subsidized loan scheme introduced for earthquake survivors who had
signed grants agreement with the government, but had not been able to construct
-

Chief of District Coordination Committee, Dhading Jagannath Nepal chaired
ity Tirtha Raj Paudel and Chief of Dis-

NRA Namita Paudel informed the participants about the process and documents

-

The programs were organized in col-

banks can take interest of no more than 2
take any other interests or service charges
for private house construction for earthquake survivors in collective or collateral
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National Reconstruction Authority
Singha Durbar, Kathmandu

Houses that are partially damaged by the earthquake can be made stronger

houses in consultation with concerned organizations and technicians
deployed at the local level. The Government of Nepal provides Rs. 100,000
requested to contact the District Level Project Implementation Unit or you
can call at the NRA's toll-free numbers.

National Reconstruction Authority
Singha Durbar, Kathmandu
Toll free numbers:16600172000 (NT), 9801572111 (Ncell)
www.nra.gov.np
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NRA is also publishing a Nepali bi-monthly ‘Punarnirman’.
For all matters related to the National Reconstruction Authority
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For more information:
Singh Durbar, Kathmandu
Ph: 01-4211482, 01-4211465 | Fax: 01-4211473
Helpline: 1660-01-72000 (NTC) | 9801572111 (NCell)
Mail: info@nra.gov.np
www.nra.gov.np
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